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Foreign security today is an integral part
of the economic security of Ukraine. A proper
status of foreign security designed to ensure
favourable conditions for the development
of the national economy through its active
participation in the international division of
labour. Given the conditions of globalization, namely, deepening interdependence
of countries' economies, making important
political decisions is impossible without economic security factors.
In the article, the essence of foreign security and the need to support are considered.
The analysis showed that there are different
approaches to the interpretation of the term
“foreign security” but researchers came to
the same conclusion, which is an important
component of economic security. And the
provision of foreign security is not possible
with improper state economic security. We
concluded that foreign security is to minimize
the losses of the state of negative external
economic factors, creating favourable conditions for economic development through its
active participation in the international divi-

sion of labour, foreign trade activities according to the national economic interests.
To assess the general state of foreign
security, there are isolated and analysed
key indicators of foreign economic security.
Based on figures calculated the most significant indicators of foreign security according
to the method of calculating the level of economic security.
The analysis of exports and imports
showed a significant decline in export-import operations. The calculation results are
indicators of economic openness; Ukraine
indicates a high degree of dependence on
foreign trade and other external factors that
affect the status of foreign security.
By analysing indicators, it is found that the
main threats and FES reasons for the low
rate of foreign security indicators are high
import dependence of Ukraine, mostly negative coverage ratio of export and import, very
little attention paid to innovation.
Summing up the results of the study, there
are suggested measures for improving the
foreign economic security of Ukraine.
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